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Developer Tense Games
Date of release Q1 2021
Price $19,99
Platforms PC (Steam)
Contact TenseGames@gmail.com

Socials

• Patreon https://patreon.com/TenseGames
• Youtube https://youtube.com/channel/UCvYClYMPAkPeHtjZyCwIi5g
• Discord https://discord.gg/KrWbsdX
• Steam https://store.steampowered.com/app/1113030/Stellar_Warfare

Quotes

“It looks pretty” 
- StrategyGamer.com

“Stellar Warfare is a Space RTS That Isn't Just a Homeworld Clone” 
- Fragsofwar.com

“Even with a tight budget, you can get that feeling “ 
- Fz.ze
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Description

Stellar Warfare is a space RTS game in which you build a base and manage your fleet. It has all the 
classical RTS elements: base building, resource collection, defensive structures and unit production.

The best part about Stellar Warfare is that you can configure your own fleet. This means that you 
can design up to 5 ships using ship frames, weapons and modules. There are more than a million 
possible ship configurations to choose from!

Will you design a hit and run fleet? Or perhaps a tanky and ponderous force? Or perhaps you'd
rather go for more of a brawler type composition? The choice is yours.

The Light
Stellar Warfare takes place after an event which has come be known as The Light. A galaxy-wide 
bright light has resulted in a galaxy wide civil war with many more questions than answers. 

Information and details regarding that event remain scarce. What we do know is that almost 
overnight friend turned into foe. Alliances and political systems that have existed for a thousand 
years fell within weeks. Orbital shipyards turned into battlefields and whole solar systems were left 
isolated.

It's time to seek answers. Data crystals can be found that give clues as to what exactly happened. 
The only thing we can do now is hope that we survive long enough to obtain the answers we seek.



Loot, frames, weapons & modules

New ships, weapons and modules will keep the game interesting. These can be found floating 
around in space and can be used to modify your fleet in between games. This means the thinking 
and planning happens even before the match has started.

Some weapons are good against light unit types, and some against medium, heavy or building types. 
The modules can increase a ships speed, reduce its costs or increase its health. 

Who knows what kind of configurations your opponent will use? And how will you use your own 5
ship design slots to be ready for anything?



Base building

Of course there is also a base building element. You can build economic structures like power plants 
and refineries. 
There are metal and power storage facilities to be built, as well as habitat stations to increase the 
population capacity.

There are also defensive structures such as a cannon battery, missile battery and a plasma fortress.
 

3D base building

The Jump Command is a one of the special buildings which allows you to jump your fleet to any 
Beacon ship or Jump Beacon. There are neutral buildings as well, which can be captured for extra 
resources. These neutral points are often contested.



Cinematic combat

What good is it to design and build a fleet of spaceships if you are not going to use them?

A phletora of small skirmishes eventually turn into huge space battles with thousands of projectiles. 
Beam weapons, flak fields and missile barrages all turn  the local solar system into a sea of chaos. 

A good fleet composition and strategic insight are key in obtaining victory over the opponent.
 

Beam weapons and flak fields



Feature list

• Cinematic fleet battles
• Up to 5 different ship configurations
• Base building
• Resource gathering
• Pretty flak fields!
• Multi-player 1v1
• Multi-player FFA
• Skirmish VS AI (still in development)
• Loot & customization
• Friendly hostilities

Media, music, logos & icons

I have prepared some gifs, screenshots, mp3's and videos. They can be downloaded here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pbsmialaqtq2d6q/Stellar%20Warfare%20press%20media%20pack.zip?
dl=0

Company bio

Tense Games was brought into life in 2008 by Thomas van den Essenburg. Thomas then started 
making websites instead of games for about 10 years. 

2.5 years ago he decided to develop and complete a good looking and complete game. That's when 
the development on Stellar Warfare started. The game is inspired by the classic games Thomas loved
such as Red Alert & Homeworld.

Credits

Thomas van den Essenburg

Flemmi
Gregory Tan
Thierry Staakman
Luke
Andréas Söderberg
Gravitysound.studio 
MSGDI
Patrons

Game designer, programmer, 
SFX, project lead, artist etc.
Skybox artist & general support
Soundtrack & Audio
Programming advice
Programming assistant
Logo design
Various background tracks
3D & texture
Funding & feedback
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